Cosmic Reciprocity
The law of cosmic reciprocity puts all energy/ matter in relation, for matter itself is a
qualification of cosmic energy. In brief, the law of evolving reciprocity states: “there is no
gain except there is loss; there is no loss except there is gain.”
Change is the essential continuity of cosmic transformation. Cosmic transformation is
inherently connected, coherently correlated, and essentially continuous. Thus, Planet
Earth and all life are evolved outcomes of big-bang energy origin as is the disarray/ array
of cosmic constellations. We are the progeny of starlight, of super-novae implosions.
Personal experience of cyclical nature (iterative processing) tells us that nothing stands
still, that everything is evolving. We count the days of winter in the dormancy of seeds;
we awaken to spring greening hope in the sprouting seed; we glory in the summer
splendor of flourishing fields; and our autumn is enriched in the gold of the mature
harvest. As Isaiah says, “All life is grass.” The race we run from dream to destiny is not
unlike the dream and destiny of the dormant seed.
COSMOGENESIS—METAGENESIS—THEOGENESIS represent phases of evolved transformation/ reciprocity. The universe is creation’s macrophase; Web-life is the symbiotically
evolved micro-mesophase (micro-organisms and vegetal/ animal organisms); intentional
symbiosis reflects inherent divinity.
http://www.secondenlightenment.org/The%20Evolution%20of%20Symbiosis.pdf

There is no increase except there is diminishment; there is no diminishment except there
is increase. There is no new life (resurrection) except there is death. Eucharist is about
diminishment/ increase, about death/ resurrection.
Divinity supposes humanity as humanity supposes divinity; microphase supposes the
mesophase as mesophase supposes the microphase; the micro-mesophases suppose
the macrophase as the macrophase supposes the micro-mesophases. Intentionality
supposes “intensionality” as intensionality supposes intentionality. Purposefulness is the
destiny of intention, of Godlike living, what is cultural/ civil harmony of communication
(faith), consciousness (hope), and conscience (love).
http://www.evolution101.org/HUMAN%20ECOLOGY1.pdf
http://www.evolution101.org/The%20POETREE%20Trilogies.pdf
http://www.secondenlightenment.org/Syllabus%20of%20Faith%20Evolution%20Study.pdf

